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Presenting our first school

MUFTI DAY

Living learning moments
MAKING SENSE OF OUR WORLD

This week we had the pleasure of hosting three
representatives from the National Centre for
Statistics & Information.
Students from Grades 7 and 9 were informed
about the Oman population census and its
importance to all those who live here.
This information linked in nicely to the current
focus of population that the students were
exploring in their Social Studies Arabic classes.
Our visitors were also very generous with gift
packs they presented to the students.
Please visit the link below where we feature in
the NCSI news, as well as articles in Alwatan,
Alroya, and Alshabiba newspapers.
https://www.ncsi.gov.om/Pages/NCSI.aspx

Theme – Celebration!
Thank you to all those who made a monetary
donation.
106 OMR has been raised and this will go to a
local orphanage chosen by our Grade 8 students
- Dar al Atta. It was a fun day for all.

Through giving we gain
The Red Box appeal
A final note regarding the great job our senior students
did in driving this appeal at SIS.
It was decided to look to the needs of people in our
immediate community and the boxes were handed
over to them today.
We recognise the great community mindedness these
students have already shown and look forward to
seeing what future projects they identify.

UNIFORM AMNESTY
You might be asking what is an amnesty?
Well, in a way, it is a general pardon (or
chance) to allow people to make an action
right or correct it.
Over the past three weeks there have been
many variations of, and additions to, our SIS
school uniform that are not appropriate.
It was mentioned in an earlier newsletter what
made up our uniform, however, there has
been very little noticeable change.
From Sunday November 8 if children are
wearing non-uniform clothing or shoes they
will be given a note identifying what needs to
be addressed.
We want all students to wear our SIS uniform
with pride and reflect a school unity, and look
to parents to support us in this.

ASSESSMENT & REPORTING
This week all students received a notice
outlining

the

assessment

and

reporting

overview for the rest of Term One. If you
have not seen this please let our admin know
and we will email one to you.
Information regarding revision and upcoming
assessments will be noted in student diaries
along with feedback.
Thank you for supporting us in supporting
your children.

As we enter November you will notice an
excitement building as preparations for
National Day begin. We will be sending out
information to you as we lead up to this time
of celebration.
Have a lovely weekend
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